AUTO HIT BY TRAIN; 3 KILLED, 2 HURT

Machine Crushed in Two Men, North of Scappoose.

DRIVER FAILS TO SEE CAR

Mrs. Pearl Gillette, Lucile De Marco, Henry A. Meyer Dead.

PARTY ON WAY TO FARM

Official Visiting Near Hyper View of Country Not Humorous; Fourth Member of Party May Die.

WAR ON MOSQUITO OPENED

Boys Granted to License in Oregon

HOLLYWOOD ASKS TO SUFFER FOR ALLIES

Ex-Chancellor Offers Self for Trial by Allies.

ARMY RESPONSIBILITY ASSUMED

Former Beche Official Would Make Vicious Sacrifice.

PREMIER GETS REQUEST

Man Who Called Belgian Trust "Scum of Papers" Sinks to Take Bruins of Germany's Biscuit.

SERIOUS DISORDERS PUT DOWN IN ROME

Police Drive Anti-Government Agitators.

Demonstrators Allow Mass Meeting Around North of Premier of Finland.

FEDERAL BILL IS WATCHED


MRS. WILSON SEEMS TIRED

President, Sister, and Absent in Village. Gave No Disquieting Signs of Republics.

HANCES BANK ROBBER SUSPECT IS CAPTURED

Laur. & Carter Arrestand After mystery Walking.

ELECTRICAL STRIKE HELD IN ABSENCE

Local Unions Do Not Obey San Francisco Orders.

REFERENDUM IS PROPOSED

Workers Are Opposed to Hasty Action on Walkout.

PHONE GIRLS ALSO WAIT

Both Organizations Meet Tonight to Take Action on Request of California Workers.
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